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3 BRIDGE SPECTRA OF ITERATED TORUS KNOTS

ALEXANDER ZUPAN

ABSTRACT. We determine the set of all genusg bridge numbers of
many iterated torus knots, listing these numbers in a sequence called the
bridge spectrum. In addition, we prove a structural lemma about the de-
composition of a strongly irreducible bridge surface induced by cutting
along a collection of essential surfaces.

1. INTRODUCTION

Given a knotK in a compact, orientable 3-manifoldM, a bridge splitting
of (M,K) often characterizes topological and geometric aspects ofK in M.
Defined by Doll [3] and Morimoto and Sakuma [13], bridge surfaces can
be seen as analogues to Heegaard surfaces in 3-manifold theory: A bridge
surface cuts the pair(M,K) into two simple topological pieces, reducing
the essence of(M,K) to a gluing map.

Every knot has infinitely many bridge surfaces, but we may narrow our
search for structure by looking forirreducible bridge surfaces, which are
not the result of a generic modification to another surface. Although there
is a significant body of research concerning the set of irreducible Heegaard
splittings of a 3-manifold, there are few examples of knotsK ⊂ S3 with
many irreducible bridge surfaces. Several classes of knotsare known to
have unique irreducible bridge spheres, up to unoriented isotopy. Knots
whose non-minimal bridge spheres are reducible are calleddestabilizable,
a definition due to Ozawa and Takao [16], and classes of knots known to
have this property include

• the unknot [14],
• 2-bridge knots [14],
• torus knots [15],
• iterated torus knots and iterated cables of 2-bridge knots [27], and
• more generally, cables of anmp-small destabilizable knot [27].

The author is supported by the National Science Foundation under Award No. DMS-
1203988.
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In contrast, Ozawa and Takao have recently produced the firstexample
of a knotK ⊂ S3 such thatK has two irreducible bridge spheres with dif-
ferent bridge number [16], and Jang has exhibited 3-bridge links with in-
finitely many distinct 3-bridge spheres [7]. In terms of higher genus bridge
surfaces, we are aware of only one result: Scharlemann and Tomova have
shown that 2-bridge knots have a unique irreducible bridge surface up to
unoriented isotopy [20].

Following Doll [3], we define the genusg bridge numberbg(K) of a knot
K ⊂ S3:

bg(K) = min{b : K admits a(g,b)-splitting},

and we introduce thebridge spectrumb(K),

b(K) = (b0(K),b1(K), . . .).

A construction calledmeridional stabilization(see Section 2) transforms
a (g,b)-surface into a(g+1,b−1)-surface; hence, the bridge spectrum is
bounded above by the sequence(b0(K),b0(K)−1, . . . ,1,0). In view of this
property, we say thatb(K) has agap at indexg if bg(K) < bg−1(K)− 1,
and it is a simple verification that ifb(K) has such a gap, the corresponding
(g,b)-surface is irreducible.

It is well known that the bridge spectra of torus knots have a single gap. In
the present work, we set out to answer the following question, first proposed
to us by Yo’av Rieck:

Question 1. Are there examples of knots in S3 whose bridge spectra have
more than one gap?

A theorem of Tomova completely characterizes the bridge spectra of high
distance knots:

Theorem 1.1. [25] Suppose K is a knot in S3 with a (0,b)-bridge sphere
Σ of sufficiently high distance (with respect to b). Then any(g′,b′)-bridge
surfaceΣ′ satisfying b′ = bg′(K) is the result of meridional stabilizations
performed onΣ. Thus

b(K) = (b,b−1,b−2, . . . ,0).

It follows that the bridge spectrum of a “generic” knotK is rather unin-
teresting. We will show that, in contrast to high distance knots, the bridge
spectra of iterated torus knots exhibit different behavior. The main theorem
is as follows:
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Theorem 1.2. Suppose that Kn = ((p0,q0), . . . ,(pn,qn)) is an iterated torus
knot, whose cabling parameters satisfy|pi − pi−1qi−1qi |> 1. Then

bg(Kn) =











qn ·bg(Kn−1) if g < n;

min{|pn− pn−1qn−1qn|,qn} if g = n;

0 otherwise.

In other words,

b(Kn) = qn ·b(Kn−1)+min{|pn− pn−1qn−1qn|,qn} · en.

It follows that the bridge spectrum ofKn has a gap at every index from 1
to n+1, providing a positive answer to Question 1 above and yielding for
anyn the first examples of a knotKn in S3 having more thann irreducible
bridge surfaces. In the course of proving the main theorem, we show an-
other result, previously unknown forn > 1: the tunnel number of suchKn
is n+1. This proof uses a theorem of Schultens concerning Heegaard split-
tings of graph manifolds [23].

The main theorem is related to a classical result of Schubert[21], with a
modern proof given by Schultens [22]:

Theorem 1.3. [21][22] Let K be a satellite knot with companion J and
pattern of index n. Then

b0(K)≥ n ·b0(J).

A (g,b)-bridge surface for a knotK is minimal if b= bg(K). Schultens’
proof of the theorem reveals that after isotopy, a minimal bridge sphereΣ
for K can be made to intersect the companion torus in meridian disks, so
that each bridge ofJ contributes at leastn bridges toK. The proof of The-
orem 1.2 yields that wheneverg< n, a minimal genusg bridge surface for
Kn can be made to intersect the companion torus corresponding to Kn−1 in
meridian disks. However, there are knotsKn such that a minimal genusn
bridge surface meets the companion torus in an annulus; hence, we can-
not, in general, hope for an extension of Theorem 1.3 to surfaces of higher
genus.

The proof of Theorem 1.2 requires a lemma regarding stronglyirre-
ducible bridge surfaces, which may be of independent interest. Roughly,
this lemma says that a strongly irreducible bridge surface cut along prop-
erly embedded essential surfaces will decompose into at most one excep-
tional component which is strongly irreducible, along withsome number of
incompressible components.
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Lemma 1.1. Let M be a compact, orientable, irreducible 3-manifold, J⊂M
a properly embedded 1-manifold, and Q= ∂N(J) ⊂ ∂M(J). SupposeΣ is
a strongly irreducible bridge splitting surface for(M,J), and let S⊂ M(J)
be a collection of properly embedded essential surfaces such that for each
component c of∂S, either c⊂ Q or c⊂ ∂M. Then one of the following must
hold:

(1) After isotopy,ΣJ is transverse to S and each component ofΣJ\η(S)
is Q-essential in M(J)\η(S).

(2) After isotopy,ΣJ is transverse to S, one component ofΣJ \η(S) is
Q-strongly irreducible and all other components are Q-essential in
M(J)\η(S),

(3) After isotopy,ΣJ is almost transverse to S, and each component of
ΣJ \η(S) is Q-essential in M(J)\η(S).

Combined with results on strongly irreducible bridge surfaces by Hayashi
and Shimokawa [6], the above lemma can easily be seen to provide alter-
nate proofs of the theorems of [15] and [27] regarding the destabilizability
of torus knots and cables ofmp-small destabilizable knots.

The article is organized as follows: In Section 2, we introduce relevant
definitions and background material. Section 3 discusses topological prop-
erties of iterated torus knots, while Section 4 contains a complete analysis
of the tunnel number of such knots. Section 5 presents the above lemma
about strongly irreducible bridge surfaces, setting up theproof of the main
theorem in Section 6. Section 7 includes a worked example with figures,
and finally Section 8 poses some open problems that may be of interest.

Acknowledgements I would like to thank Marion Campisi, Cameron Gor-
don, Tye Lidman, and Maggy Tomova for helpful conversationsand insights
over the course of this project.

2. PRELIMINARIES

Throughout, all 3-manifolds and surfaces will be compact, orientable,
and irreducible. We will letη(·) andN(·) denote open and closed regular
neighborhoods, respectively, in an ambient manifold that should be clear
from context. LetSbe a properly embedded surface in a 3-manifoldM. A
compressing disk Dfor S is an embedded disk such thatD∩S= ∂C but
∂D does not bound a diskD′ ⊂ S. A ∂ -compressing disk∆ for S is an em-
bedded disk such that∂∆ is the endpoint union of arcsγ1 andγ2 such that
∆∩S= γ1, γ1 is essential inS, and∆∩ ∂M = γ2. The surfaceS is said to
be incompressibleif there does not exist a compressing diskD for S and
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∂ -incompressibleif there does not exist a∂ -compressing disk∆ for S. Fur-
ther,Sis essentialif Sis incompressible,∂ -incompressible, and not parallel
into ∂M.

Suppose now thatM a 3-manifold containing a properly embedded 1-
manifold J, and denote theexterior of J in M by M(J) = M \ η(J) (if
M = S3, we write E(J) = M(J)). Let Σ be a properly embedded surface
transverse toJ, with ΣJ denotingΣ\η(J). A compressing disk Dfor ΣJ in
(M,J) is an embedded diskD such thatD∩ΣJ = ∂D, D∩ J = /0, and∂D
does not bound a disk inΣJ. A bridge disk∆ for ΣJ in (M,J) is an embed-
ded disk such that∂∆ is the endpoint union of two essential arcsγ1 andγ2,
where∆∩ΣJ = γ1 and∆∩J = γ2. We also think of∆ as a∂ -compressing
disk forΣJ in M(J) with ∆∩∂M(J)⊂ ∂N(J). Finally, acut disk Efor ΣJ in
(M,J) is an embedded diskC such thatC∩ΣJ = ∂C, C∩J is a single point,
and∂C does not bound a disk inΣJ.

LetV be a compression body andα ⊂V a collection of properly embed-
ded arcs. We say thatα is trivial if every arc is either vertical or isotopic
into ∂+V. A bridge splittingof (M,J) with bridge surfaceΣ is the decom-
position of(M,J) as(V,α)∪Σ (W,β ), where eachV andW are compression
bodies containing collectionsα andβ of trivial arcs. In the special case that
α andβ contain only boundary parallel arcs, we say thatΣ is a(g,b)-bridge
splitting surface, whereg= g(Σ) andb= |α|= |β |.

Given a bridge splitting(M,J)= (V,α)∪Σ(W,β ), there are several generic
methods to construct new bridge surfaces for(M,J). To increase the genus
of the splitting, letγ ⊂V be a∂+-parallel arc such thatγ ∩α = /0. Defining
V ′ =V \η(γ), W′ =W∪N(γ), andΣ′ = ∂+V ′ = ∂+W′, we have(M,J) =
(V ′,α)∪Σ′ (W′,β ) is another splitting of(M,J). This process is calledel-
ementary stabilization. Note that the surfaceΣ′ has compressing disks that
intersect in a single point. If, in the reverse direction, there are compress-
ing disksD in (V,α) andE in (W,β ) for ΣJ such that|D∩E| = 1, then
∂N(D∪E) is a 2-sphere which bounds a ball and which intersectsΣ in a
single curve. CompressingΣ alongΣ∩∂ (N(D∪E)) yields a bridge surface
Σ′′ of lower genus, and we say thatΣ is stabilized.

We may also increase the number of trivial arcs in the splitting by adding
an extra pair of canceling trivial arcs toα andβ near some point ofJ∩Σ.
The resulting surfaceΣ′ is called anelementary perturbationof Σ. Con-
versely, if there are bridge disks∆ and∆′ in (V,α) and (W,β ) such that
∆∩∆′ is a single point contained inJ, we may construct an isotopy which
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cancels two arcs ofα andβ , creating a new surfaceΣ′′, and we say thatΣ is
perturbed. If Σ is a(g,b)-splitting surface andΣ1 is an elementary stabiliza-
tion of Σ, thenΣ1 is a(g+1,b)-surface. IfΣ2 is an elementary perturbation
of Σ, thenΣ2 is a(g,b+1)-surface. Given any two bridge surfacesΣ1 and
Σ2 for (M,J), there is a third bridge surfaceΣ∗ which can be obtained from
eitherΣi by elementary perturbations and stabilizations [26].

If there are bridge disks∆ and∆′ in (V,α) and(W,β ) such that∆∩∆′ is
two points contained inJ, then a component ofJ is isotopic intoΣ and we
sayΣ is cancelable. Here we set the convention that a(g,0)-bridge surface
for a knotK in M is a Heegaard surfaceΣ for M such thatK ⊂ Σ. In some
settings, it is required in addition thatK be primitive with respect to one
of the handlebodies, but we do not make that restriction here. Note that a
(g,0)-surface may be perturbed to a(g,1)-surface.

A slightly more complicated way to construct a new surface from Σ is
the following: fix a∂+-parallel componentα1 of α. LettingV ′ =V \η(α1)
andW′ =W∪N(α1), we have thatΣ′ = ∂V ′ = ∂W′ is a bridge surface for
(M,J). We call this processmeridional stabilization. If Σ is a(g,b)-surface,
the resulting surfaceΣ′ will be a (g+1,b−1)-suface. On the other hand, if
there exists a compressing diskD for ΣJ in (V,α) and a cut diskC for ΣJ in
(W,β ) (or vice versa) such that|C∩D| = 1, we say thatΣ is meridionally
stabilizedand we may reverse the above process to construct a new splitting
Σ′′ of (M,J).

Recall that thegenus g bridge number bg(K) of a knotK ⊂ S3 is defined
as

bg(K) = min{b : K admits a(g,b)-splitting}.

Observe thatb0(K) is the classical bridge number ofK. Further, using
meridional stabilization, we havebg+1(K) ≤ bg(K)− 1. It follows that
bg(K) = 0 for g≥ b0(K).

In order to consider all genusg bridge numbers ofK simultaneously, we
define thebridge spectrumb(K) of K:

b(K) = (b0(K),b1(K),b2(K), . . .)

Although b(K) ∈ Z
∞, the above argument implies thatb(K) must have

finitely many nonzero entries, andb(K) is bounded above by the sequence
(b0(K),b0(K)−1,b0(K)−2, . . .).

A (g,b)-surface for a knotK is said to beirreducible if it is not sta-
bilized, perturbed, meridionally stabilized, or cancelable. From the point
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of view of the bridge spectrum, ifbg(K) < bg−1(K)− 1, a genus(g,b)-
surfaceΣ satisfyingb= bg(K) must be irreducible. For this reason, suppose
bg(K)< bg−1(K)−1 and letn= bg−1(K)−bg(K). In this case, we say that
b(K) has agap of order n at index g.

Several results over(g,b)-splittings can be adapted to statements about
bridge spectra. In [10], Minsky, Moriah, and Schleimer prove a theorem
which we can state as follows:

Theorem 2.1. For every n and m such that n≥ 2 and m≥ 1, there exist
knots K such thatb(K) has a gap of order at least n at index m.

The knots produced in Theorem 2.1 have the property thatbm(K) = 0.
More generally, in [25] Tomova shows that

Theorem 2.2. For every n, m, and l, where n≥ 2 and m, l ≥ 1, there exist
knots K such thatb(K) has a gap of order at least n at index m and bm(K)=
l. Further, there exist knots K whose bridge spectra have no gaps.

The knotsK from Theorem 2.2 whose spectra have gaps at indexm have
the additional property thatbg(K) = l +m−g for g ≥ m, and correspond-
ing minimal surfaces are meridional stabilizations of an(m, l)-surface. We
note that the above examples are produced by exhibiting sufficiently com-
plicated bridge and Heegaard surfaces, where complexity ismeasured by
examining distance between disks sets in the curve complex of the surface.
These methods, however, are not suited to answer Question 1 regarding
knots whose spectra have more than one gap.

In order to classify bridge spectra, we employ generalizations of Hee-
gaard splittings developed by Scharlemann and Thompson [19] and adapted
to bridge splittings by Hayashi and Shimokawa [6]. LetM be a 3-manifold
containing a properly embedded 1-manifoldJ. We will describe the theo-
ries of generalized Heegaard and bridge splittings simultaneously by using
the bridge splitting terminology and noting all results hold in the case that
J = /0, in which case bridge surfaces become Heegaard surfaces.

Let Σ be a bridge surface for(M,J) which yields the splitting(M,J) =
(V,α)∪Σ (W,β ). We say thatΣ is weakly reducibleif there exist disjoint
compressing or bridge disksD ⊂ (V,α) andD′ ⊂ (W,β ) for ΣJ. If Σ is
not weakly reducible, perturbed, or cancelable, we sayΣ is strongly irre-
ducible. By considering bridge disks as embedded inM(J), we can see that
perturbed and cancelable surfaces will be weakly reducible; hence, inM(J),
Σ is strongly irreducible if and only if it is not weakly reducible.
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Now, suppose(M,J) contains a collectionS = {Σ0,S1,Σ1, . . . ,Sd,Σd}
of disjoint surfaces transverse toJ and such that(M,J) cut alongS is a col-
lection of compression bodies containing trivial arcs{(C0,τ0),(C′

0,τ
′
0), . . . ,

(Cd,τd),(C′
d,τ

′
d)}, where

• (Ci,τi)∪Σi (C
′
i ,τ ′i ) is a bridge splitting of some submanifold(Mi,Ji)

for eachi,
• ∂−Ci = ∂−C′

i−1 = Si for 1≤ i ≤ d,
• ∂M = ∂−C0∪∂−C′

d, and
• J =

⋃

(τi ∪ τ ′i )
We call this decomposition amultiple bridge splitting, and the surfaces

Σi are calledthick whereas the surfacesSj are calledthin. The thick sur-
faceΣi is strongly irreducible if it is strongly irreducible in themanifold
(Ci,τi) ∪Σi (C

′
i ,τ ′i ). A multiple splitting is calledstrongly irreducibleif

each thick surface is strongly irreducible and no compression body is trivial
(homeomorphic toΣi × I with τi only vertical arcs). The following crucial
theorem comes from Hayashi and Shimokawa [6] (and in the special case
thatJ = /0, it is proved by Scharlemann and Thompson [19]). Other proofs
of this fact are given in the contexts ofα-sloped Heegaard surfaces [2] and
in the more general setting of embedded graphs [24].

Theorem 2.3. Let M be a 3-manifold containing a 1-manifold J. If(M,J)
has a strongly irreducible multiple bridge splitting, then∂MJ and every thin
surface is incompressible. On the other hand, if∂MJ is incompressible in
M(J) and Σ is a weakly reducible bridge splitting for(M,J), then(M,J)
has a strongly irreducible multiple bridge splitting satisfying

(1) g(Σ) = ∑g(Σi)−∑g(Si).

Although we will not go into details here, the multiple splitting given by
the above theorem is obtained from the weakly reducible surfaceΣ via a
process known asuntelescoping. Conversely, ifS yields a multiple bridge
splitting, we may construct a bridge surfaceΣ satisfying (1) via a process
calledamalgamation.

3. ITERATED TORUS KNOTS

We will focus on a class of knots known as iterated torus knots, which
make up a subset of a collection of knots called cable knots. LetV be a un-
knotted torus standardly embedded inS3, with T = ∂V . For a curvec⊂ T,
[c] may be parametrized as(p,q) = p[µ]+q[λ ] in H1(T), whereµ bounds
a meridian disk ofV andλ is the preferred longitude ofV, bounding a disk
outside ofV. Choosingq ≥ 2, let K̂p,q be a copy of a(p,q)-curve onT
pushed into int(V). Now, suppose thatK is a knot inS3, and letϕ(V)→ S3

be a knotted embedding ofV such that ifC is a core ofV, thenϕ(C) is
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isotopic toK. In this caseKp,q = ϕ(K̂p,q) is called a(p,q)-cableof K. In
addition, we stipulate that the cable has the preferred framing; that is, we
have[ϕ(λ )] = 0 in H1(E(K)).

Using the same symbols as above, we follow [4] to define a(p,q)-cable
space Cp,q by

Cp,q =V \η(K̂p,q).

Observe thatE(Kp,q) decomposes asE(K)∪T Cp,q, where we consider the
torusT as both∂V and∂E(K). The spaceCp,q is Seifert fibered with base
space an annulus and a single exceptional fiberC (for further discussion,
see [17]). We distinguish between the outer boundary∂+Cp,q = ∂V and the
inner boundary∂−Cp,q = ∂N(K̂p,q). Note thatH1(∂−Cp,q) inherits a natural
basis by virtue ofK̂p,q being a torus knot. See Figure 1.

FIGURE 1. The cable spaceC3,2

The class ofiterated torus knotsis defined inductively: DefineK0 to
be a(p0,q0)-torus knot. Then for anyn ≥ 1, defineKn to be a(pn,qn)-
cable ofKn−1. We call the knotKn an iterated torus knot, denoted byKn =
((p0,q0), . . . ,(pn,qn)). HereE(Kn) decomposes as

E(Kn) = E(K0)∪T1 Cp1,q1 ∪T2 · · ·∪Tn Cpn,qn,

whereTi = ∂+Ci = ∂−Ci−1 for i ≥2 andT1= ∂+C1= ∂E(K0). The longitude-
meridian bases ofH1(∂+Ci) andH1(∂−Ci−1) coincide; hence, we specify a
preferred basis(µi ,λi) for H1(Ti) without ambiguity. For a curvec ⊂ Ti
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with [c] = a[µi ]+b[λi], we say thatc hasslopea
b.

By [5], if M is a Seifert fibered space andS is incompressible inS, then
S must either be a union of fibers, called avertical surface, or transverse
to all fibers, called ahorizontal surface. There is a natural projection map
π : M → B, whereB is the base orbifold ofM, and ifS is a horizontal sur-
face,π |S is an orbifold covering map.

The following lemma, due to Gordon and Litherland [4], provides a com-
plete classification of incompressible surfaces in cable spaces. It will be
critical for our understanding of such surfaces inE(Kn). For two curves
with slopesa

b and c
d , we will denote their intersection number by∆(a

b,
c
d) =

|ad−bc|.

Lemma 3.1. Suppose that S⊂Cp,q is incompressible and not∂ -parallel.

(1) If S is vertical, then S is an annulus, and any component of S∩
∂+Cp,q has slopep

q , while any component of S∩ ∂−Cp,q has slope
pq.

(2) If S is horizontal, then there are coprime integers m and n (with
n ≥ 0) such that the total boundary slope of S∩ ∂+Cp,q is n+mp

qm

and the total boundary slope of S∩∂−Cp,q is q(n+mp)
m . In this case,

χ(S) = n(1−q).
(3) If S is horizontal and planar, then either

(a) there are q components of S∩∂+Cp,q, each of slopel
m, and one

component of S∩ ∂−Cp,q, of slope lq2

m , where l and m satisfy
∆( l

m,
p
q) = 1; or

(b) there is one component of S∩ ∂+Cp,q, of slope1+kpq
kq2 , and q

components of S∩ ∂−Cp,q, each of slope1+kpq
k , where k is an

integer.

We may employ Lemma 3.1 in the proof of the statements below. Note
that for any cable knotKp,q, the companion torusT is essential inE(Kp,q);
hence in the iterated torus knotKn, each torusTi is an essential surface.

Lemma 3.2. Suppose S⊂ Cp,q is incompressible. If each component of
S∩∂+Cp,q has integral slope, then each component of S∩∂−Cp,q also has
integral slope.

Proof. Suppose without loss of generality thatS is connected. SinceS∩
∂+Cp,q has integral slope,S is not vertical, and so by Lemma 3.1, the total
slope ofS∩ ∂+Cp,q is n+mp

qm for some coprime integersm and n; that is,
there arer = gcd(n+mp,qm) components ofS∩∂+Cp,q, each of slopeab,
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wherea= n+mp
r andb= qm

r . By assumption,b=±1; thusr =±qmandm
dividesn+mp. It follows thatm dividesn; hencem=±1. The total slope
of S∩∂−Cp,q is q(m+np)

m and as such is also integral. �

A boundary component of a surface is said to bemeridionalif its bound-
ary slope is1

0.

Lemma 3.3. Suppose S⊂Cp,q is incompressible. Then S∩∂+Cp,q is merid-
ional if and only if S∩∂−Cp,q is meridional.

Proof. It is clear that if either set of boundary components is meridional,
thenS is horizontal. In this case, by Lemma 3.1, the total outer boundary
slope isn+mp

qm while the total inner boundary slope isq(n+mp)
m . If m= 0, then

both outer and inner boundary components ofSare meridional; otherwise,
neither is meridional. �

In light of Lemma 3.3, we say that a horizontal surfaceSin Cp,q is merid-
ional if any component of∂S is meridional.

Lemma 3.4. Suppose S⊂ Cp,q is incompressible. If each component of
S∩∂+Cp,q is a single component of slope1

n and S is planar, then S is merid-
ional.

Proof. By Lemma 3.1, we have1n = 1+kpq
kq2 ; hencek= 0. �

Let T denote the union of the toriTi and letTn+1 denote∂E(Kn).

Lemma 3.5. Suppose S⊂ E(Kn) is an essential surface. If S is not isotopic
to some Ti, then S∩∂E(Kn) is nonempty and has integral slope.

Proof. After isotopy, we may suppose that|S∩T | is minimal. First, we
note that each component ofS∩Ci or S∩E(K0) is incompressible inCi or
E(K0): If D is a compressing disk forS∩Ci in Ci , then∂D bounds a disk
D′ ⊂ Sby the incompressibility ofS, whereD′∩T 6= /0. By the irreducibil-
ity of E(Kn), there is an isotopy ofS pushingD′ onto D which reduces
|S∩T |, a contradiction.

If S∩T = /0, thenS⊂Ci for somei or S⊂ E(K0). However, in this case
Smust be vertical and closed, and the only such surfaces inCi or E(K0) are
boundary parallel. It follows thatS is isotopic toTi for somei.

Thus, suppose thatS∩T 6= /0. If S∩T1 6= /0, thenS∩E(K0) is either
a Seifert surface with boundary slope 0 or an essential annulus with slope
p0q0. If S∩T1 = /0, let i be the smallesti such thatS∩Ti 6= /0. Lemma 3.1
dictates thatS∩Ci−1 must be a vertical annulus inCi−1 which intersectsTi
in a curve with slopepiqi (otherwiseS∩Ti−1 6= /0). In either case we have
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thatS∩Ti has integral slope. By a repeated application of Lemma 3.2,S∩Tj
has integral slope for allj ≥ i, completing the proof.

�

4. THE TUNNEL NUMBER OF ITERATED TORUS KNOTS

Thetunnel number t(K) of a knotK ⊂ S3 is defined ast(K) = g(E(K))−
1, whereg(E(K)) is the Heegaard genus ofE(K). Our goal in this section
is to determine the minimal genus of a Heegaard splitting ofE(Kn) for an
iterated torus knotKn, and our main tool is the classification of a Heegaard
splittings of graph manifolds by Schultens [23].

A graph manifoldis a 3-manifoldM containing a nonempty collection
of essential toriT such thatM \η(T) is a disjoint union of Seifert fibered
spaces. A surfaceS properly embedded in a Seifert fibered spaceM′ is
pseudohorizontalif after isotopy there exists a fiberf of M′ such thatS∩
(M′ \η( f )) is a horizontal surface in the spaceM′ \η( f ), andS∩N( f ) is
an annulus which is a bicollar off . Note that each boundary component
of a horizontal surface has the same orientation; thus, if a pseudohorizontal
surfaceS is to be orientable, then the horizontal pieceS∩ (M′ \η( f )) must
have two components.

Suppose thatS andS′ are connected surfaces properly embedded inM
andγ is an arc with one endpoint in each ofS andS′ and interior disjoint
from S∪S′. ThenN(S∪S′∪γ) has three boundary components, one isotopic
to S, another isotopic toS′, and third we define to be the result oftubing S
to S′ alongγ.

We may now state one of Schultens’ main results over the classification
of graph manifolds [23]:

Theorem 4.1. Suppose M is a graph manifold containing a strongly ir-
reducible Heegaard surfaceΣ, and let T be a collection of essential tori
splitting M into Seifert fibered spaces. After an isotopy ofΣ, there is a sub-
manifold M′ of T such either M′ is a component of M\η(T) or M = T ′× I
for a torus T′ ∈ T, called the active component of M, with the following
properties:

(1) Each component ofΣ \ (η(T)∪ η(M′)) is incompressible in M\
(η(T)∪η(M′)).

(2) If M ′ 6= T ′× I for some T′ ∈ T, thenΣ∩M′ is a pseudohorizontal
surface in M′.

(3) Otherwise, M′ = T ′× I, andΣ∩M′ is either
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(a) the result of tubing an annulus parallel into T′×{0}with bound-
ary slope s0 to an annulus parallel into T′×{1} with boundary
slope s1 along a vertical arc in T′× I, where∆(s0,s1) = 1, or

(b) the result of tubing two vertical annuli in T′× I along an arc
contained in T×{1

2}.

From this point forward, for an iterated torus knotKn=((p0,q0),(p1,q1),
. . . ,(pn,qn)), we make the restriction that|pi − pi−1qi−1qi| > 1 for all i.
The motivation for this is as follows: A regular fiberfi−1 of Ci−1 has slope
si−1 = pi−1qi−1 in Ti , whereas a regular fiberfi of Ci has slopesi =

pi
qi

in Ti.
In order for the arguments below to hold, we need that| fi ∩ fi−1| > 1. In
other words, we require

|pi − pi−1qi−1qi |= ∆(si,si−1)> 1.

The goal of this section is to show that for such iterated torus knotsKn, we
havet(Kn) = n+1. We will use Theorem 2.3 in conjunction with Theorem
4.1 to bound the genus of any Heegaard surface forE(Kn) from below. For
this, we must understand pseudohorizontal surfaces inE(K0) and the cable
spacesCi.

Lemma 4.1. Suppose that S is a pseudohorizontal surface in E(K0). Then
eitherχ(S)≤−4 or ∂S has meridional slope.

Proof. Without loss of generality, letp0 ≥ 2 and let f be a fiber ofE(K0)
such thatS′ = S∩ (E(K0) \η( f )) is horizontal. First, suppose thatf is a
regular fiber, and letB′ be the base space of the Seifert fibered spaceE(K0)\
η( f ), so thatB′ is a topological annulus with two cone points. By the
observation above,S′ has two componentsS1 andS2, each an orbifold cover
of B′ of degreed ≥ p0q0. Following the discussion in [17], for instance, we
let B∗ denoteB′ with a neighborhood of the cone points removed; thus

χ(Si) = dχ(B∗)+
d
p0

+
d
q0

≤ −2p0q0+ p0+q0

= p0(1−q0)+q0(1− p0)≤−7.

It follows thatχ(S) = χ(S′)≤−14.

In the second case, suppose thatf is a critical fiber. Without loss of gen-
erality, we may suppose thatE(K0) \η( f ) =Cp0,q0. After isotopy,S inter-
sectsN( f ) in an annulus which is a bicollar off ; thusS∩N( f ) has integral
boundary slope on the solid torusN( f ). In the coordinates of∂+Cp0,q0,
each component ofS∩ ∂+Cp0,q0 has slope1

k for some integerk. Further,
S′ has two componentsS1 andS2, each with a single boundary component
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in ∂+Cp0,q0. By Lemma 3.4, if eachSi is planar, thenS has meridional
boundary. Otherwise,χ(Si)≤−2, andχ(S) = χ(S′)≤−4, as desired. �

We carry out a similar analysis of pseudohorizontal surfaces in a cable
spaceCp,q:

Lemma 4.2. Suppose that S is a pseudohorizontal surface in the cable
space Cp,q. Thenχ(S)≤−4. If, in addition, each component of S∩∂+Cp,q

has boundary slopel1, where∆(l , p
q)> 1, then eitherχ(S) ≤−6, the slope

of S∩∂−Cp,q is meridional, or the slope of S∩∂−Cp,q is integral.

Proof. Let f be a fiber ofCp,q such thatS′ = S∩ (Cp,q\η( f )) is horizontal.
As above, we first suppose thatf is a regular fiber, and letB′ be the base
space ofCp,q\η( f ), whereB′ is a thrice-punctured sphere with one excep-
tional fiber. Again,S′ has two componentsS1 andS2, each of which is a
degreed ≥ q orbifold cover ofB′, so that

χ(Si) =−2d+
d
q
= d

(

−2+
1
q

)

≤−2q+1≤−3,

soχ(S) = χ(S′)≤−6.

Otherwise, supposef is the unique exceptional fiber ofCp,q, and note
that H1(∂N( f )) inherits the same natural basis asH1(∂+Cp,q). Letting
S′ = S1∪S2, we have thatSi ∩ ∂N( f ) is a single curve with slopeu1 for
someu. Hence,Si extends to a horizontal surfaceS∗i in the manifoldM∗

which results from Dehn fillingCp,q\η( f ) along the slopeu1. Thenχ(S∗i )=
χ(Si) +1 andM∗ is another cable spaceCr,s. Immediately, we have that
χ(S∗i )≤−1; thusχ(S) = χ(S′) = χ(S1)+χ(S2)≤−4.

Suppose further that the slope of each component ofS∩ ∂+Cp,q is l
1. If

S∗i is not planar, thenχ(S∗i ) ≤ −2 andχ(S) ≤ −6 are desired, so suppose
S∗i is planar. Since the curves ofS∩∂+Cp,q intersect regular fibers ofCp,q
(which are also regular fibers ofCr,s) more than once,S∗i is not a horizontal
planar surface of type 3(a) given by Lemma 3.1. Note that curves of slopeu

1
and 1

0 in ∂+Cp,q will have respective slopes of1
0 and v

−1 for some integerv
in the Dehn filled manifoldCr,s. The 2×2 matrix representing this change
of basis is

[

v 1−uv
−1 u

]

.

It follows that the slope of each component ofS∗∩ ∂+Cr,s is 1−v(u−l)
u−l , and

by Lemma 3.1, we have

1−v(u− l)
u− l

=
1+krs

kr2 .
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Thus−vkr2 = −v(u− l) = krs. As r ands are relatively prime, we must
have eitherkrs= 0 or krs=±1. If krs= 0, then the slope ofS∗∩∂−Cr,s =
S∩ ∂−Cp,q is meridional by Lemma 4 (sinceCp,q andCr,s have the same
regular fibers). On the other hand, ifkrs=±1, thenkr2=±1, soS∗∩∂+Cr,s
has integral slope, implyingS∗∩ ∂−Cr,s has integral slope by Lemma 3.2.
This in turn shows thatS∩∂−Cp,q has integral slope, completing the proof.

�

For ease of notation but at the risk of confusion, we will letC0 denote
E(K0) despite the fact thatE(K0) is not a cable space, and for 0≤ l ≤m≤ n,
define

Cm
l =Cl ∪Cl+1∪· · ·∪Cm.

We prove one final lemma before the main theorem of this section.

Lemma 4.3. Suppose thatΣ is a Heegaard surface for Cml such thatΣ∩Cl
andΣ∩Cl+1 are incompressible. Thenχ(Σ∩ (Cl ∪Cl+1))≤−4.

Proof. First, suppose thatS∩Cl is a horizontal surface (this can only oc-
cur in the casel = 0), so each component ofΣ ∩Cl has negative Euler
characteristic. AsΣ is separating, there are at least 2 components; hence
χ(Σ∩Cl )≤−2. In addition,Σ∩Tl+1 has integral slope, soΣ∩Cl+1 is hor-
izontal and has at least 2 components, implyingχ(Σ∩Cl+1)≤−2 as well.

On the other hand, suppose thatΣ∩Cl consists of vertical annuli. By
Lemma 3.1,Σ∩Cl+1 cannot be of type 3(a) since the regular fibers ofCl
andCl+1 intersect more than once, andΣ ∩Cl+1 cannot be of type 3(b)
since the slope ofΣ∩Tl+1 is integral. It follows that each componentΣi of
Σ∩Cl+1 satisfiesχ(Σi)≤−2; thusχ(Σ∩(Cl ∪Cl+1)) = χ(Σ∩Cl+1)≤−4.

�

Theorem 4.2. For the iterated torus knot Kn, with cabling parameters sat-
isfying∆( pi

qi
, pi−1qi−1)> 1, we have t(Kn) = n+1.

Proof. First, we note that eachCi has a minimal genus 2 Heegaard surface
Σi , and together with the essential toriTi , the collection{Σi}∪{Ti} yields a
generalized Heegaard splitting ofE(Kn). Amalgamating this splitting gives
a Heegaard surface with genus∑g(Σi)−∑g(Ti) = 2(n+ 1)− n = n+ 2.
Thus,t(Kn)≤ n+1.

Fix j such that 1≤ j ≤ n, and suppose by way of induction thatg(Cm′

l ′ ) =
m′− l ′+2 wheneverm′− l ′ < j. The above argument covers the base case
m′− l ′ = 0. Let Σ be a Heegaard surface for someCm

l such thatm− l = j,
and suppose first thatΣ is weakly reducible. By Theorem 2.3, untelescoping
Σ yields a generalized Heegaard splitting with at least one essential thin
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surfaceS, and by Lemma 3.5, we have we have thatS= Ti for somei,
wherel +1≤ i ≤ m. It follows that

g(Σ)≥g(Ci−1
l )+g(Cm

i )−g(Ti)= (i−1− l+2)+(m− i+2)−1=m− l+2,

completing the proof.

Hence, suppose thatΣ is strongly irreducible. By Theorem 4.1, there is
an submanifoldM′ =Ci or Ti × I of Cm

l such that

(1) Each component ofΣ \ (η(T )∪η(M′)) is incompressible inM \
(η(T )∪η(M′)).

(2) If M′ = Ci for somei, thenΣ∩M′ is a pseudohorizontal surface in
M′.

(3) Otherwise,M′ = Ti × I , andΣ∩M′ is either
(a) the result of tubing an annulus parallel intoTi×{0}with bound-

ary slopes0 to an annulus parallel intoTi ×{1} with boundary
slopes1 along a vertical arc inTi × I , where∆(s0,s1) = 1, or

(b) the result of tubing two vertical annuli inTi × I along an arc
contained inTi ×{1

2}.

Case 1: M′ =Ci for somei.

By the above,Σ∩Ci is pseudohorizontal andΣ∩Cj is incompressible for
j 6= i. Observe thati 6= m, and if i = l , then l = 0, as a pseudohorizontal
surface intersects all boundary components ofCi . HenceΣ∩Cm is a vertical
annulus andχ(Σ∩Cm) = 0.

We will show thatχ(Σ) ≤ −2(m− l)−2. If Σ∩Cj is a vertical annu-
lus wherei < j < m, thenΣ∩ ∂+Cj+1 has integral slope. By Lemma 3.2,
Σ∩ ∂−Cm 6= /0, contradicting thatΣ is a Heegaard surface forCm

l . If i 6= l ,
thenΣ∩Cl is either a vertical annulus or a Seifert surface forK0 (if l = 0),
so by Lemma 3.2,Σ∩Tj has integral slope for 1≤ j ≤ i; thusΣ∩Cj is hori-
zontal. Thus, we may suppose thatΣ∩Cj is horizontal wheneverj 6= i, l ,m.
As Σ is separating,Σ∩Cj has at least two components, soχ(Σ∩Cj)≤−2.

Suppose first thati = 0. By Lemma 4.1, we have

χ(Σ) = χ(Σ∩C0)+χ(Σ∩C1)+ · · ·+χ(Σ∩Cm−1)+χ(Σ∩Cm)

≤ −4−2−·· ·−2−0

≤ −2(m− l)−2.

Next, supposei = l +1. By the remark above,Σ∩Cl is incompressible.
If each component ofΣ ∩Cl is horizontal, thenχ(Σ ∩Cl ) ≤ −2 and by
Lemma 4.2,χ(Σ∩Cl+1)≤−4. If Σ∩Cl is vertical annuli, then Lemma 4.2
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provides thatχ(Σ∩Cl+1)≤−6 (or elseΣ∩∂−Cm 6= /0 by Lemmas 3.2 and
3.3, a contradiction). In either case, we have

χ(Σ) = χ(Σ∩ (Cl ∪Cl+1))+
m−1

∑
j=l+2

χ(Σ∩Cj)≤−6−2(m− l −2)

= −2(m− l)−2.

Finally, suppose thati > l +1. ThenΣ∩Cl andΣ∩Cl+1 are incompress-
ible, so by Lemma 4.3,χ(Σ∩ (Cl ∪Cl+1)) ≤ −4. In addition, by Lemma
4.2,χ(Σ∩Ci)≤−4. Otherwise, forj 6= l , l +1, i,m, components ofΣ∩Cj
are horizontal andΣ∩Cj contributes at most−2 to χ(Σ). Thus

χ(Σ) ≤ χ(Σ∩ (Cl ∪Cl+1))+
m−1

∑
i=l+2

χ(Σ∩Cj)

≤ −4−2(m− l −2)−2

= −2(m− l)−2.

Case 2: M′ = Ti × I for somei.

Suppose thatTi × I ⊂ Ci, so thatTi = Ti ×{0} and letT ′
i = Ti ×{1}. In

addition, setC′
i =Ci \η(Ti × I) and for j 6= i, setC′

j =Cj , so that

Cm
l =C′

l ∪Tl+1 · · ·∪Ti−1 C′
i−1∪Ti (Ti × I)∪T′

i
C′

i ∪Ti+1 · · ·∪TmC′
m.

By Theorem 4.1, we have thatχ(Σ∩ (Ti × I)) =−2, ∆((Σ∩Ti),(Σ∩T′
i )) is

either 0 or 1, andΣ∩C′
j is incompressible for allj. By the argument above,

eachΣ∩C′
j must be a horizontal surface forl ≤ j < m, with the possible

exception ofΣ∩C′
l .

Suppose first thati = l +1. If Σ∩C′
l is horizontal, then we haveχ(Σ∩

C′
j)≤−2 for all j, hence

χ(Σ)≤ χ(Σ∩ (Tl+1× I))+
m−1

∑
j=l

χ(Σ∩C′
j)≤−2−2(m− l).

On the other hand, suppose thatΣ ∩C′
l is vertical, so that the slope of

Σ∩Tl+1 is pl ql . If the slope ofΣ∩T ′
l+1 is also pl ql , then by Lemma 2,

Σ∩ ∂−Cm 6= /0, a contradiction. It follows that the slope ofΣ∩T ′
l+1 is r

s,
wherer − pl ql s=±1.

Observe thatΣ∩C′
l+1 has at least two components, and if these are not

planar,χ(Σ∩C′
l+1)≤−4, and again we haveχ(Σ)≤−2−2(m− l). If Σ∩

C′
l+1 is planar, it must consist of two components each having one boundary
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component onT ′
l+1. By Lemma 3.1, it follows thatrs =

1+kpl+1ql+1
kq2

l+1
. Thus

1+kpl+1ql+1−kpl qlq2
l+1 =±1, and rearranging yields

kql+1(pl+1− pl ql ql+1) =±1−1.

By assumptionql+1 ≥ 2 and|pl+1− pl ql ql+1| > 1, and so we must have
k= 0. ThereforeΣ∩C′

i is meridional, and by Lemma 3.3,Σ∩∂−Cm 6= /0, a
contradiction.

Finally, supposei > l +1. ThenΣ∩ (Cl ∪Cl+1) = Σ∩ (C′
l ∪C′

l+1) and by
Lemma 4.3,χ(Σ∩ (C′

l ∪C′
l+1))≤−4. Hence

χ(Σ) ≤ χ(Σ∩ (C′
l ∪C′

l+1))+χ(Σ∩ (Ti × I))+
m−1

∑
j=l+2

χ(Σ∩C′
j)

≤ −4−2−2(m− l −2)

= −2(m− l)−2,

as desired.
�

5. STRONGLY IRREDUCIBLE BRIDGE SURFACES

One valuable feature of strongly irreducible Heegaard surfaces for 3-
manifolds is a “no-nesting” property, demonstrated by Scharlemann in [18].
We adapt the proof of this important lemma to show a version ofno-nesting
for bridge surfaces below.

Lemma 5.1. SupposeΣ is a strongly irreducible bridge surface in(M,J),
where(M,J) = (V,α)∪Σ (W,β ).

(1) If c is an essential curve inΣJ such that c bounds a disk D⊂ M(J),
where a collar of c in D is disjoint fromΣJ, then c bounds a com-
pressing disk D′ in (V,α) or (W,β ).

(2) If γ is an essential arc inΣJ such thatγ cobounds a disk∆ ⊂ M(J)
with an essential arcµ ⊂ ∂N(J), where a collar ofγ in ∆ is disjoint
fromΣJ, thenγ cobounds a bridge disk in(V,α) or (W,β ).

Proof. (1) Choose a diskD with ∂D = c and such that|D∩ΣJ| is mini-
mal. If int(D)∩ΣJ = /0, we are done. If not,D intersectsΣJ in some
number of simple closed curves. Any curves which are inessential
in ΣJ may be removed by isotopy; hence, we may suppose that each
curve ofD∩ΣJ which is innermost curve inD bounds a compress-
ing disk forΣJ.
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Pick an innermost nested pair of curvesδ andε, so thatε is inner-
most inD andδ cobounds a componentP of D \η(ΣJ) with ε and
possibly some other curvesε1, . . . ,εn, each of which is innermost
in D and thus bounds a compressing disk forΣJ. Suppose without
loss of generality all of these disks lie in(W,β ). CompressingΣ
along this collection of disks yields a surfaceΣ′ and a bridge split-
ting (M′,J′) = (V,α)∪Σ (C,β ′), whereΣ′ = ∂−C, andC is chosen
so thatD∩C contains a vertical annulusA cobounded byδ and a
curveδ ′ ⊂ D∩Σ′ (or in the case thatδ = c, the diskD can be ex-
tended toΣ′ via such a vertical annulusA).

Clearly,δ ′ bounds a disk inM′(J′). If δ ′ is essential inΣ′
J′ , then

by Theorem 2.3,Σ cannot be strongly irreducible, a contradiction.
Thus, δ ′ bounds a diskD′ ⊂ Σ′

J′ , and in (M,J) we may perform
surgery onD by gluing D′ along δ ′. However, this reduces the
number of intersections of int(D) with ΣJ, another contradiction.
We conclude that int(D)∩ΣJ = /0, completing the first part of the
proof.

(2) The second statement follows easily by viewing∆ as a disk inM
with a boundary arc contained inJ and by observing thatN(∆) ⊂
M is a 3-ball, wherec = ∂ (N(γ)∩Σ) bounds a compressing disk
D ⊂ ∂N(∆) satisfying (1). Thus,c bounds a diskD′ in (V,α) or
(W,β ). It must then be true that the arcµ ⊂ ∂N(J) intersectsΣJ
only in its endpoints; henceD′ is the frontier inV or W of a regular
neighborhood of a bridge disk∆′, whereγ ⊂ ∂∆′.

�

Next, we adapt a lemma from the theory of Heegaard surfaces inthe
context of bridge surfaces [1], [9]. The lemma asserts that strongly irre-
ducible surfaces behave much like incompressible surfaces; namely, cutting
a strongly irreducible surfaceA along a collection of incompressible sur-
faces splitsA into a number of pieces, all of which are incompressible with
the exception of at most one strongly irreducible component. We make this
statement rigorous in the next lemma, whose proof is modeledon the proof
of Lemma 3.7 in [9]. We need several definitions before proceeding.

First, we weaken the definition of an essential surface. LetM be a 3-
manifold with boundary,P⊂ ∂M a subsurface, andA⊂ M a properly em-
bedded surface. AP-∂ -compressingdisk for A is a∂ -compressing disk∆
for A such that∆∩ ∂M ⊂ P. We say thatA is P-essentialif A is incom-
pressible and there does not exist aP-∂ -compressing forA in M. On the
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other hand, ifA is separating and admits compressing orP-∂ -compressing
disks on either side but admits no pair of disjoint disks on opposite sides, we
say thatA is P-strongly irreducible. As an example, a strongly irreducible
bridge surface for a knotK in M is ∂N(K)-strongly irreducible inM(K).
Finally, we say that two surfacesA andB arealmost tangentif A is trans-
verse toB except for a single saddle tangency.

The lemma below is stated in the greater generality than is needed here;
however, we include it in its entirety for anticipated use infuture work.

Lemma 5.2. Let M be a compact 3-manifold and J a properly embedded
1-manifold, with Q= ∂N(J) in M(J). SupposeΣ is a strongly irreducible
bridge splitting surface for(M,J), and let S⊂M(J) be a collection of prop-
erly embedded essential surfaces such that for each component c of ∂S,
either c⊂ Q or c⊂ ∂M. Then one of the following must hold:

(1) After isotopy,ΣJ is transverse to S and each component ofΣJ\η(S)
is Q-essential in M(J)\η(S).

(2) After isotopy,ΣJ is transverse to S, one component ofΣJ \η(S) is
Q-strongly irreducible and all other components are Q-essential in
M(J)\η(S),

(3) After isotopy,ΣJ is almost transverse to S, and each component of
ΣJ \η(S) is Q-essential in M(J)\η(S).

Proof. Let (M,J) = (V,α)∪Σ (W,β ) be a bridge splitting with strongly ir-
reducible bridge surfaceΣ, and letGV andGW denote cores ofV andW,
respectively. IfV = Σ× I , defineGV to be a small arc with one endpoint on
∂−V and one endpoint in int(V) (similarly with W and GW). After iso-
topy, we may assume thatGV and GW miss each arc inα and β . Let
bα be the number of∂ -parallel arcs in(V,α), and defineΓV to be the
union of GV , (∂−V)J, bα meridional curves contained in∂N(α) ⊂ V(α),
and bα unknotted arcs connecting the meridional curves toGV , so that
V(α)\ΓV

∼= ΣJ× (0,1]. We may defineΓW ⊂W(β ) similarly.

ThenM(J)\(ΓV∪ΓW)∼=ΣJ×(0,1). This induces a sweepoutf : M(J)→
I such thatf−1(0) = ΓV , f−1(1) = ΓW, and for everyt ∈ (0,1), Σt = f−1(t)
is isotopic toΣJ. We let(M,J)= (Vt ,αt)∪Σt (Wt ,βt) denote the bridge split-
ting induced byΣt . Assume thatS is transverse toΓV ∪ΓW. Choosingε
small enough, we then have that bothS∩ ((Vε ,αε)∪ (W1−ε ,β1−ε)) is a col-
lection of compressing and bridge disks.

After a small perturbation, the functionh = f |S is Morse on(−1,1),
where all critical points ofh occur at different levels, each meridional com-
ponent of∂S is contained in a unique level away from critical values ofh
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(these levels will also be considered critical values, viewed as truncated ex-
trema), and for any other componentγ of ∂S, h|γ is monotone on(−1,1),
so that for any two componentsc1 ⊂ ∂Σt andc2 ⊂ ∂S, we have|c1∩c2| is
minimal us to isotopy.

We assign to eacht ∈ (−1,1) some subset of the labels{ν,ω} by the
following method: IfΣt \η(S) contains a curve which bounds a compress-
ing disk in (Vt ,αt) or an arc which cobounds a bridge disk in(Vt,αt), we
assignt the labelν. The labelω is defined analogously with(Wt ,βt). Note
thatt may have either, both, or no labels. In addition, we observe thatε has
the labelν and 1− ε has the labelω, which follows from the fact thatS is
transverse toΓV andΓW, and both cores are nonempty.

Next, we claim that if some regular valuet of h has no label, then (1)
holds. Supposet has no label. We assert that each curve and arc ofS∩Σt is
essential in bothSandΣt or inessential inSandΣt . By the incompressibility
and∂ -incompressibility ofS, no curve or arc is essential inSbut inessential
in Σt . Suppose thatS∩Σt contains a curve or arcc which is essential inΣt
but inessential inS. By the no-nesting Lemma above and the strong irre-
ducibility of Σt , this implies thatc bounds a compressing disk or cobounds a
bridge disk in either(Vt,αt) or (Wt ,βt), contradicting the assumption thatΣt
has no label. Thus, curves and arcs inS∩Σt are either essential or inessen-
tial in both.

If S∩Σt contains an arcγ which is inessential in bothΣt andS, then both
endpoints ofγ are contained in single componentc1 of ∂Σt andc2 of ∂S.
However, this implies that∂γ ⊂ c1∩c2 contains two points of opposite al-
gebraic intersection number, contradicting that|c1∩ c2| is minimal. Thus,
arcs ofS∩Σt are essential in both surfaces.

Let c be a curve inS∩Σt which is innermost among inessential curves
in S. Thenc bounds a disk∆ ⊂ Swhich missesΣt , and performing surgery
on Σt alongc gives a surface isotopic toΣt with fewer intersections withS.
Finitely many iterations of this operation yields a bridge surfaceΣ′

t isotopic
to Σt and such that each curve and arc inΣ′

t ∩S is essential in both surfaces.
Moreover,Σ′

t ∩S⊂ Σt ∩S.

Suppose now that some component ofΣ′
t \η(S) is Q-compressible. Then

there is a curve or arcc⊂ Σ′
t \η(S) such thatc bounds a disk or cobounds a

bridge disk in(Vt ,αt) or (Wt ,βt). Since each curve ofΣ′
t ∩S is essential in

Σ′
t , it follows thatc is essential inΣ′

t . We may isotopec so thatc⊂ Σt , but
this means thatt is labeledν or ω, a contradiction. We conclude that each
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component ofΣ′
t \η(S) is Q-essential in its respective submanifold.

Our second major claim is that if a regular valuet is labeledν andω,
then (2) holds. As above, we assert thatS∩Σt contains curves and arcs that
are either essential in bothS andΣt or inessential in bothS andΣt . The
incompressibility and∂ -incompressibility ofSrules out curves and arcs es-
sential inSbut inessential inΣt . Supposec is a curve or arc inS∩Σt which
is essential inΣt but inessential inS. Thenc bounds or cobounds a disk in
M(J), and by the no-nesting Lemma above,c bounds or cobounds a disk in
(Vt,αt) or (Wt ,βt). However, sincet is labeledν andω, there exist curves
or arcscV andcW disjoint fromS(and thus fromc) which bound or cobound
disks in(Vt ,αt) and(Wt ,βt), respectively. This contradicts the strong irre-
ducibility of Σt . Hence, curves and arcs inS∩ Σt are either essential or
inessential in both surfaces.

As above,S∩Σt cannot contain arcs inessential in both surfaces, and we
may construct a surfaceΣ′

t such thatS∩Σ′
t contains only curves and arcs

which are essential in bothSandΣ′
t . Let Σ′ be the component ofΣ′

t \η(S)
which containscV . By the strong irreducibility ofΣ′

t , cV ∩cW 6= /0 and thus
cW ⊂ Σ′ and, more generally,Σ′ must beQ-strongly irreducible. LetΣ′′ be
any other component ofΣ′

t \η(S). If an essential curve or arcc bounds or
cobounds a disk for(Vt,αt) or (Wt ,βt), this gives rise to a compressing or
bridge disk forΣt disjoint fromcV andcW, another contradiction. We con-
clude thatΣ′′ is Q-essential inM(J)\η(S).

In the final remaining case, suppose thath has a critical valuet ∈ (ε,1−
ε) such thatt − δ is labeledν and t + δ is labeledω, with curves or
arcscV andcW contained inΣt±δ \η(S) bounding or cobounding disks in
(Vt−δ ,αt−δ ) and(Wt+δ ,βt+δ ), respectively. Ifc corresponds to minimum,
maximum, or a level component of∂S, then there exists an isotopy push-
ing cV to c′V ∈ Σt+δ or cW to c′W in Σt−δ bounding disks in(Vt+δ ,αt+δ )
or (Wt−δ ,βt−δ ), respectively, contradicting either the assumption thatt +δ
is labeledω or the assumption thatt − δ is labeledν. We conclude thatt
corresponds to a saddle.

We may regard a small closed regular neighborhoodN(S) of in M(J) as
S× I . ThenΣt ∩ (S× I) contains components of the formγ × I , whereγ
is curve or arc inΣt ∩S, in addition to one exceptional componentE con-
taining the saddle point. The surfaceE must be a pair of pants, an annulus
or a disk, depending on whetherS∩Σt is a figure-8 curve, a curve wedged
with an arc, or the wedge of two arcs. Figure 2 depicts the possible con-
figurations corresponding to the saddle point along with potential singular
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setsS∩Σt . Note while the figure depicts subsets ofSon whichh is a Morse
function, each of these pieces is isotopic to the corresponding exceptional
componentE ⊂ Σt .

FIGURE 2. Possible components ofScorresponding to a saddle

We assert that if a curve or arcγ ⊂ Σt \η(S) is essential inΣt , thenγ does
not bound or cobound a disk inM. Otherwise, by the no-nesting Lemma
γ bounds or cobounds a disk in(Vt ,αt) or (Wt,βt), implying thatΣt−δ and
Σt+δ have the a common label, since for smallδ , Σt±δ \η(S) is parallel to
Σt \η(S).

Next, we claim that curves and arcs inΣt ∩ ∂N(S) are either essential
or inessential in both∂N(S) andΣt . Since∂N(S) is essential, no curve or
arc γ ∈ ∂N(S)∩Σt is essential in∂N(S) and inessential inΣt . Addition-
ally, by the assertion above, no suchγ is essential inΣt and inessential in
∂N(S). As above, there cannot be arcs in∂N(S)∩Σt which are inessential
in both surfaces. If there exists a curve of intersection which is inessential
in both surfaces, cutting and pasting along a curve which is innermost in
∂N(S) yields a surface isotopic toΣt with fewer intersections with∂N(S),
and finitely many repetitions produces a surfaceΣ′

t isotopic toΣt and such
that ∂N(S)∩Σ′

t contains only curves and arcs which are essential in both
surfaces.

Here we show that every component ofΣ′
t \η(S) is Q-essential. Ifγ is

a curve or arc which is essential inΣ′
t \η(S), thenγ must be essential in

Σ′
t as all components ofΣ′

t ∩ ∂N(S) are essential curves or arcs. Thus,γ
cannot bound or cobound a disk inM. Otherwise, after isotopy we may
assumeγ ⊂ Σt and by the no nesting Lemma,γ bounds or cobounds a disk
in (Vt ,αt) or (Wt ,βt), contradicting our assertion above.

To finish the proof, we must show thatΣ′
t is either tangent or almost tan-

gent toS. In process of capping off disks to getΣ′
t from Σt , we may have

altered the exceptional componentE if some curve in∂E was inessential in
∂N(S). LetE′ = E∩Σ′

t (that is,E′ is the essential subsurface ofΣ′
t resulting

from capping off inessential curves and arcs ofE). There are several cases
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to consider: IfE′ = /0, then (1) holds. IfE′ = E then (3) holds.

If E′ 6= /0 andE′ 6=E, then the above process must have capped off exactly
one curve component of∂E, and∂E′ has two components,c0 andc1. If
c0 andc1 are contained in different components of∂N(S), thenE′ can be
expressed asc0× I in N(S), and (1) holds. Otherwise,c0 andc1 are in the
same component, call itS0, of ∂N(S). We may replaceS with S0 (since
the two surfaces are isotopic), noting thatΣ′

t is transverse toS0 and each
component ofΣ′

t \η(S0) is Q-essential in its respective submanifold; that
is, (1) holds, as desired.

�

6. ANALYZING THE BRIDGE SPECTRA OFKn

In Section 4, we utilized Theorem 4.1 to understand minimal genus Hee-
gaard surfaces forE(Kn). In a similar vein, in this section we will employ
Lemma 5.2 to characterize minimal bridge surfaces forKn, although the
analysis here is significantly less complicated than that ofSection 4. We
begin with a lemma concerning embeddings of cables on Heegaard sur-
faces.

Lemma 6.1. Let K be a knot in a 3-manifold M and Kp,q a (p,q)-cable of
K. If Σ ⊂ M is a Heegaard surface such that K⊂ Σ and D is a compressing
disk forΣ such that|D∩K| = 1, then there exists an embedding of Kp,q in
M such that Kp,q ⊂ Σ.

Proof. SupposeM =V ∪Σ W, with D ⊂V, and letD× I be a collar neigh-
borhood ofD in V, noting thatK ∩ (∂D× I) is a single essential arc. In
addition, letX = N(K)∩V. Then bothX andX′ = X∪ (D× I) are solid tori
whose cores are isotopic toK. Now X′∩S= ∂X′ ∩S is a once-punctured
torus. Since every torus knot can be embedded on a once punctured torus,
every(p,q)-cable ofK can be embedded onX′∩S. See Figure 3. �

FIGURE 3. ReplacingK ⊂ Σ with its cable

As a consequence of Lemma 6.1, we may demonstrate thatbg(Kn) = 0
wheneverg> n: By Theorem 4,t(Kn−1) = n, which implies thatE(Kn−1)
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has a genusn+1 Heegaard splitting. In this case, the∞-sloped Dehn fill-
ing of Kn−1 yields a genusn+1 Heegaard surfaceΣ of S3 in which Kn−1
is contained in a core of one of the handlebodies cut out byΣ. It follows
that Kn−1 is isotopic intoΣ, and there is a compressing diskD such that
|D∩Kn−1| = 1. By Lemma 6.1, there is an embedding ofKn such that
Kn ⊂ Σ. Hencebn+1(Kn) = 0, and using stabilization,bg(Kn) = 0 for all
g> n.

Conversely, ifKn is isotopic into a genusg Heegaard surfaceΣ′, then a
perturbation followed by a meridional stabilization ofΣ′ yields a genusg+1
surfaceΣ′′ such that there is a compressing diskD′ for Σ′′ with |D′∩Kn|= 1.
In this case,Kn is isotopic into the core of a handlebody cut out byΣ′′, im-
plying thatg(E(Kn))≤ g+1. This implies thatt(Kn)≥ g; thus by Theorem
4,n+1 must be the smallestg for whichbg(Kn) = 0, andΣ is not cancelable
for g≤ n.

For any knotK ⊂ S3, the smallestg for which bg(K) = 0 is called the
h-genus h(K) of K, following Morimoto [11]. In this work, Morimoto par-
titions the set of all knots into setsAn, Bn, andCn related to tunnel number,
h-genus, and another invariant known as 1-bridge genus. He conjectures
that each of these sets is nonempty, and the above argument verifies that for
all Kn, we haveh(Kn) = t(Kn) = n+1 andKn ⊂ An+1.

Before we arrive at the proof of the main theorem, recall thatE(Kn) de-
composes as

E(Kn) =C0∪T1 ∪· · ·∪Tn Cn,

and thatT denotes the collection{T1, . . . ,Tn}. Note also thatCn contains
an essential vertical annulusA such that∂A⊂ ∂E(Kn), whereCn\η(A) is
the union ofTn× I and a solid torusX. Thus, if we setT ′ =T ∪{A}, then
E(Kn) cut alongT ′ is the union ofC0, the cable spacesC1, . . . ,Cn−1, the
product regionTn× I , and the solid torusX.

DefineV0 = S3, and for everyl with 1 ≤ l ≤ n, let Vl denotes the solid
torus inS3 bounded byTl , so thatVl \η(Kn) = Cn

l (using the terminology
of Section 4).

Lemma 6.2. Suppose thatΣ is a strongly irreducible(g,b)-bridge surface
for (Vl ,Kn) with 0≤ l ≤ n−1 and b≥ 1. Then one of the following holds:

(1) Σ is a (g,b′)-bridge surface for(Vl ,Kn−1), where b≥ qn · b′ and
b′ ≥ 1,

(2) g> n− l, or
(3) l = n−1, g= 1, and b≥ |pn− pn−1qn−1qn|.
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Proof. Let Q = ∂N(Kn). By Lemma 5.2, there is an isotopy ofΣ after at
most one ofΣ∩Cl , . . .Σ∩Cn−1,Σ∩(Tn× I),Σ∩V is Q-strongly irreducible,
while the remaining surfaces areQ-essential in their respective submani-
folds. Suppose first thatΣ∩X is Q-essential. SinceΣ∩Kn 6= /0, we have
thatΣ∩X cannot be a∂ -parallel annulus or disk, as these surfaces are either
disjoint from Kn or areQ-∂ -compressible. Thus each component ofΣ∩X
is a meridian disk, which intersectsKn at leastqn times. This implies thatΣ
is a (g,b′)-bridge surface for a coreKn−1 of X intersectingΣ transversely,
implying b≥ qn ·b′ andb′ ≥ 1.

On the other hand, suppose thatΣ∩X is Q-strongly irreducible. ThenΣ∩
(Tn× I) is incompressible, and thus must be a collection of verticalannuli.
This implies thatΣ∩Tn is essential simple closed curves and parametrizing
∂X asTn, slopes ofΣ∩ ∂X andΣ∩Tn are equal. In addition, eachΣ∩Cj
is essential. It follows thatΣ∩Cl must be a collection of vertical annuli or
Seifert surfaces forK0 (if l = 0); thus by Lemma 3.2,Σ∩Tj has integral
slope for all j. Thus,Σ∩X has no disk components andχ(Σ∩X) ≤ 0. If
l ≤ n−2, then by Lemma 4.3χ(Σ∩ (Cl ∪Cl+1))≤−4 andχ(Σ∩Cj)≤−2
wheneverl +1< j < n. Therefore

χ(Σ) = χ(Σ∩ (Cl ∪Cl+1))+
n−1

∑
j=l+2

χ(Σ∩Cj)≤−4−2(n− l −2),

g(Σ)≥ n− l +1, and (2) holds.

Thus, if l ≤ n−2, then (1) or (2) holds. Now supposel = n−1, so if
(2) does not hold, thenΣ is a(1,b)-surface. As above, ifΣ∩X is meridian
disks, (1) holds. Otherwise,Σ∩Cn−1 is a vertical annulus, as isΣ∩(Tn× I).
Viewing Kn as a regular fiber ofCn, we see that each component ofΣ∩Tn
must contribute|pn−pn−1qn−1qn| intersections withKn, and since there are
at least two such components, we haveb≥ |pn− pn−1qn−1qn|.

�

Note that by [21] and [22], the bridge spectrum of the(p0,q0)-torus knot
K0 is b(K0)= (min{p0,q0},0). We describe the spectrum ofKn inductively:

Theorem 6.1. Suppose that Kn is an iterated torus knot, whose cabling
parameters satisfy|pi − pi−1qi−1qi |> 1. Then

bg(Kn) =











qn ·bg(Kn−1) if g < n;

min{|pn− pn−1qn−1qn|,qn} if g = n;

0 otherwise.
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In other words,

b(Kn) = qn ·b(Kn−1)+min{|pn− pn−1qn−1qn|,qn} · en.

Proof. By Theorem 1.3,b0(Kn) = qn · b0(Kn−1), and by the above argu-
mentsbg(Kn) = 0 if and only ifg> n. First, we exhibit bridge surfaces sat-
isfying the above equalities. Any(g,b)-bridge surfaceΣ for Kn−1 can also
be seen as a(g,qn ·b)-surface forKn by replacing each trivial arc ofKn−1
with qn trivial arcs of its cableKn. If follows that bg(Kn) ≤ qn ·bg(Kn−1)
for g< n, and sincebn(Kn−1) = 0, perturbing this surface yields an(n,1)-
surface forKn−1, implying bn(Kn)≤ qn.

Let p∗n = |pn− pn−1qn−1qn|. Following the proof of Lemma 6.2, we can
see that(Vn−1,Kn) has a(1, p∗n)-surfaceΣ′ constructed by taking the union
of a vertical annulus inCn−1, a vertical annulus inTn× I , and a∂ -parallel
annulus inX. If n = 1, this is a(1, p∗n)-surface for(S3

,K1); otherwise,
by Theorem 4.2,E(Kn−2) has a genusn Heegaard surfaceΣ′′, and thus
{Σ′,Tn−1,Σ′′} is a generalized bridge splitting for(S3,Kn) whose amalga-
mationΣ∗ is an(n, p∗n)-bridge surface. It follows thatbn(Kn)≤ p∗n.

Now, let(S3,Kn) = (V,α)∪Σ (W,β ) be a(g,b)-bridge splitting withg≤
n, so thatb ≥ 1 by above arguments. IfΣ is strongly irreducible, then by
Lemma 6.2, eitherb ≥ qn · bg(Kn−1), or g = n = 1 andb ≥ min{p∗n,qn}.
Otherwise,Σ is weakly reducible and may be untelescoped to yield a gen-
eralized bridge splitting{Σ0,S1, . . . ,Sd,Σd}, where eachΣi is strongly irre-
ducible and eachSi is essential. By Theorem 6.6 of [27],E(Kn) contains
no essential meridional surfaces, soSi ∩Kn = /0 for all i and thus by Lemma
3.5, eachSi must be isotopic to someTj .

As Kn lies on the same side ofTj for all j, eitherΣ0∩Kn 6= /0 orΣd∩Kn 6=
/0. AssumeΣd∩Kn 6= /0 and consider letTl = Sd. ThenΣd is a strongly irre-
ducible bridge surface for someVl , Σd has the same bridge number asΣ, and
{Σ0,S1, . . . ,Sd−1,Σd−1} is a generalized Heegaard splitting forE(Kl−2). By
Theorem 4.2, we have

d−1

∑
i=0

g(Σi)−
d−1

∑
i=1

g(Si)≥ g(E(Kl−2)) = l +1.

Consider the three possibilities afforded toΣd by Lemma 6.2: In the first
case,b≥ max{qn ·bg(Kn−1),qn}. If g(Σd)> n− l , then we have

g(Σ) = g(Σd)−g(Tl)+
d−1

∑
i=0

g(Σi)−
d−1

∑
i=1

g(Si)> (n− l)−1+(l +1) = n,
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a contradiction.

In the final case,l = n−1, g(Σd) = 1, andb≥ p∗n. This implies

g(Σ) = g(Σd)−g(Tn−1)+
d−1

∑
i=0

g(Σi)−
d−1

∑
i=1

g(Si)≥ 1−1+n= n;

henceg(Σ) = n andbn(Kn)≥ p∗n, completing the proof of the theorem.
�

7. AN EXAMPLE

Here we apply Theorem 6.1 to produce the bridge spectrum ofK1 =
((3,2),(21,4)), with illustrations. Note thatK1 is a(21,4)-cable of the tre-
foil K0 = ((3,2)), so by Theorem 1.3, we haveb0(K1) = 8. An illustration
of a minimal(0,8)-surfaceΣ0 appears in Figure 4, whereX ∩Σ0 is a col-
lection of meridian disks, each intersectingK1 four times.

FIGURE 4. A (0,8)-surfaceΣ0 for K1, with purple curves
depictingTn∩Σ0

Turning to the genus one case, taking an obvious cabling of(1,1)-surface
for K0 yields a(1,4)-surfaceΣ1 for K1, whereX ∩ Σ1 is a collection of
meridian disks, each of which hitsK1 four times. See Figure 5.

However, the surface is not minimal; by Theorem 6.1,

b1(K1) = min{|21−3 ·2 ·4|,4}= 3.
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FIGURE 5. A (1,4)-surfaceΣ1 for K1, with purple curves
depictingTn∩Σ1

Thus, there is a(1,3)-surfaceΣ′
1 for K1, shown in Figure 6, whereX∩Σ′

1 is
a boundary parallel annulus. It is not difficult to observe that Σ1 is a pertur-
bation ofΣ′

1.

Finally, K1 is isotopic into a genusg Heegaard surface forS3 whenever
g≥ 2, and we have

b(K1) = (8,3,0);

hence, the bridge spectrum ofK1 has two gaps.

8. QUESTIONS

We conclude with several open questions that may be of interest.

Question 2. What other spectra can be realized by knots in S3? Specifically,
for any decreasing sequencev of of positive integers, is there a knot K such
that b(K) = v?

Question 3. What other families of knots have interesting bridge spectra?
For instance, what is the bridge spectrum of a twisted torus knot?

While it is relatively straightforward to exhibit candidate bridge surfaces
for twisted torus knots, showing these positions to be minimal is a more
complicated task. In general, Lemma 5.2 does not apply to hyperbolic
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FIGURE 6. A (1,3)-surfaceΣ′
1 for K1, with purple curves

depictingTn∩Σ′
1

twisted torus knots, and so a new strategy would likely be required.

The next question is posited in [3] by Doll:

Question 4. For knots K1 and K2 in S3, is there a relationship between
b(K1), b(K2), andb(K1#K2)?

A simple construction shows that

bg(K1#K2)≤ min{bg1(K1)+bg2(K2)−1 : g1+g2 = g}.

However, for anyn, there are knotsK1 andK2 such thatt(K1#K2)< t(K1)+
t(K2)−n (see [8] and [12]); hence, these knots have the property thatfor
someg the inequality above is strict. It may be possible that the inequalities
above become equalities when we restrict to the class of meridionally small
knots, and Lemma 5.2 may be of use here.

We can also examine the overall bridge structure of iteratedtorus knots.

Question 5. Is there an iterated torus knot Kn with an irreducible(g,b)-
bridge surfaceΣ such that b> bg(Kn)?

In [20], it is shown that every bridge surface for a 2-bridge knot is the
result of stabilization, perturbation, and meridional stabilization performed
on a(0,2)-surface. Is it possible that all bridge surfaces for iterated torus
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knots are derived in this way from the bridge surfaces exhibited here, or are
there any unexpected surfaces?
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